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Abstract: 

The question of environmental sustainability is far-reaching and mind boggling to our human 
society. The depletion of non-renewable resources has plunged our human society in a disastrous 
dilemma. Here comes the answer of environmental sustainability and energy sustainability. 
Environmental restrictions and regulations with the attached unbilical cord of human survival has 
made our human society to be more rigid and rigorous. This scientific treatise highlights the 
important facets of renewable energy and its impact on human survival in future. The questions 
of environmental sustainability are varied and unanswered. So the vision of this treatise to tackle 
and unravel the hidden priorities of renewable energy and the remedies behind the far-reaching 
questions.  
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1.0 Introduction: 

The world is striving towards major and drastic challenges. Global climate changes is forcing the 
scientific generations to move towards more environmental regulations and environmental 
restrictions.  

The question of sustainability especially environmental sustainability has a gloom yet positive 
future. A scientist’s vision is wide, unparalleled and visionary. The answers to the question of 
survival on earth is mandatory and far-reaching. The treatise will deal with environmental 
sustainability particularly global warming and consequential climate change.[1], [4], [3] 

Global warming pose the greatest threat and challenge for the survival of the humanity and other 
life forms in the good earth. There is a universal recognition , acknowledgement and unanimity 
now among the climate scientists and ecologists at large that the earth’s climate is changing more 
rapidly in recent years than in the past. Largely , among other matters, this is due to phenomenal 
and massive anthropogenic interferences resultant from ambitious planned growth of energy-
intensive industrialization aimed at high GDP in a fiercely hyper-competitive world. Partially , 
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this is attributable to dramatic changes in life-styles, particularly in the developed economies of 
the world. Climate change is a progressive physical phenomenon of nature and the 
characteristics, complexity and magnitude of such changes are highly dependent on the rate of 
carbon intensities in the industrial processes and practices and such changes may be limited to a 
specific region, or may even move border-less across the globe. 

2.0 Challenges to the mankind: 

Different forces (both biotic and abiotic) that can shape climate change include such processes as 
variations in solar radiation, deviations in the Earth’s orbit, mountain-building, tectonic 
movement, continental drift, and changes in greenhouse gas(GHG) concentrations. The question 
of environmental sustainability is inextricably linked with these causes. Overcoming such forces 
are the imminent challenges of our mankind. There could be yet a variety of climate change 
related impacts or feedbacks that can either amplify or retard the initial forcing. Some parts of 
the climate system , such as the oceans and ice caps , rivers, bio-sphere reserve forests , lakes etc. 
may respond rather slowly but permanently in reaction to climate forcing ; while others may not. 

Therefore, the climate system can take centuries or even longer to fully respond to new external 
forcing . Documented evidencies shown by World Meteorological Organization(WMO) , IPCC, 
UNFCCC and others clearly point towards various adverse impacts of the climate change at 
alarming rates in the forms of melting glaciers, outbreak of diseases, loss of biodiversity , erratic 
and scanty rainfalls causing drought and acute shortage of irrigation and drinking water and 
repeated crop failures in a vast stretch of landscapes of the planet. [2],[4] The major  effect is of 
causing enormous asymmetric economic growth in the developed world in one hand and 
negative socio-economic impacts and implicit adverse consequences in the developed economy 
on the other-including demographic migration. Thus human society has an inextricable link to 
the adverse climate change. The understanding of the natural dynamics of the Earth system has 
advanced greatly through extensive research initiatives in recent years and provides a sound 
foundation for evaluating the effects; inclusive of the various consequences and effects of 
human-driven changes for effective monitoring and mitigation. 

The global effort to address climate change will require a fundamental transformation of our 
economies and the ways we use energy. The current phase of negotiations under the UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change(UNFCC) is set to lay the foundation and 
groundwork  for the necessary policy reform and will require cooperative efforts by individual 
countries, the business sector and civil society. Then the question arises of innovation- both with 
regard to the technology development and transfer in the future and regulatory frameworks used 
to usher and invite them at the scale needed-will be the key to success. There ought to be an 
enhanced role for the carbon market , with strong improvement of the CDM and the creation of 
new sectoral mechanism built-in under the Kyoto Protocol. 
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The ushering in of Kyoto Protocol has given an impetus to the Copenhagen convention. Man’s 
concern is towards a visionary future as regards climate change and global warming. The 
question of survival of the fittest is also of primary and visionary importance. After Copenhagen 
declaration , the world will be a better place to live in with all the constraints and hurdles. United 
Nations and Inter – Governmental panels will surely rise to the occasion in giving the human 
society better choices in leadership roles and happy survival. The hurdles are immense at the 
same time visionary but can be overcome with the tremendous will power , grit and 
determination of human survival. Hope is a word of the past and questions are answered. Man’s 
vision will lead him towards new destiny and the scientific generations will focus towards a new 
beginning or a new dawn.  

Thus comes the need of a global effort or an integrated global endeavour in bringing about 
changes-changes so effective and visionary . Rio, Kyoto and subsequently Copenhagen will 
bring in a new world order and human survival will usher in a new perspective- a perspective so 
unaltruistic and a perspective so versatile and visionary. Man’s survival is the primary issue, so 
the questions of the future are effectively answered with the global human effort.  

3.0 Human destiny and human survival: 

The question of human destiny and human survival are linked inextricably linked by an unbilical 
cord. The rigours of human advancement has led to unmitigated disaster-an environmental 
catastrophe. Global warming and climate change are man’s own creation. But the urge and the 
question lies ahead- will it be mitigated. The answers are varied, versatile and visionary. It is 
positive and true to the human endeavour. Copenhagen, Rio or Kyoto are the strong backbones 
of a new and positive global order. Environmental sustainability , climate change and global 
warming are inextricably linked. The vision of tomorrow is undaunting and irreversible. A strong 
effort and a vital endeavour can change our lifetime.[4] 

4.0 The question of climate change and global warming: 

Climate change is a continuous physical phenomenon of nature and generally influenced by 
anthropogenic forces. The way, nature, complexity and magnitude of such change are universally 
recognized to be governed by the rules of environmental conditions , ecological balance of 
nature and more importantly by human interferences of various kinds. Climate change is a 
change in the statistical distribution of weather over long periods of time that range from decades 
to millions of years. It can be considered as a change in the average weather or a change in the 
distribution of weather events around an average. Climate change may be limited to a specific 
region , or may occur across the globe.[4] 

The terms global warming and climate change are often used co-tremendously , but the two 
phenomenon are different. Global warming is the rise in global temperature due to an increase of 
heat-trapping carbon emissions in the atmosphere. Climate change , on the other hand is a more 
general term that refers to changes in many climatic factors(eg: temperature and precipitation) 
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around the world. These changes are happening at different rates and in different ways. The 
world mostly agrees that something needs to be done about global warming and climate 
change.[4] 

Man’s as well as human society’s vision is wide, unparalleled and far-reaching. The question of 
global environmental  imbalance comes into the picture when the serious catastrophe and turmoil  
of global warming and climate change shakes human vision. The answers are many as the world 
and the civil society gear up for preventing imminent environmental disasters. Agreements has 
been always a stumbling block  but the vision is groundbreaking. 

The first stumbling block however , has been in attempting to get an agreement on an unanimous 
framework. The difficult questions are answered. In 1988, the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) was created by the United Nations Environment Programme(UNEP) and 
World Meteorological Organization(WMO) to assess the scientific knowledge on global 
warming. The IPCC concluded in 1990 that there was broad international consensus that climate 
change was human-induced. That report led the way to an international convention for climate 
change – namely the United Nations framework Convention on Climate Change(UNFCC) , 
signed by over 150 countries at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992.[4] 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change(IPCC) reported the phenomena for the first 
time in 1990. IPCC, inter alia, stated that greenhouse gas(GHG) concentrations in the global 
atmosphere were rising as a result of anthropogenic emissions, principally from fossil fuel 
burning. This is clearly an international or a ‘global problem’.    This is yet another new and far-
reaching dimension to the problem. While the global dependency on fossil energy for economic 
growth remains nearly 100% at this time, IPCC also noted that cuts in GHG emissions in the 
order of 60-80% were required immediately if rising atmospheric GHG concentrations were to 
be stabilized at the present raised values. There is another even more difficult dimension in this 
problem. The IPCC also noted that stabilization of atmospheric GHG concentrations at any value 
was contingent on cuts of this magnitude in some given time frame. Scientists have found that 
the four most important variable green house gases , whose atmospheric concentrations can be 
influenced by human activities , are carbon dioxide(CO2), methane(CH4), nitrous oxide(N2O), 
and chlorofluoro carbons(CFC’s). Historically , carbondioxide has been the most important, but 
those other atmospheric trace gases are also radioactively active, in that they can effect Earth’s 
‘heat – budget’ and thereby contribute to a greenhouse warming of the lower atmosphere. The 
Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change also regulates three other trace gases: viz. 
hydrofluorocarbons(HFC’s), perfluorocarbons(PFC’s) and sulphur – hexafluoride (SF6), whose 
limited concentrations in the atmospheric are anticipated to grow over the long run.[4] 

The Kyoto Protocol introduced the following three flexibility mechanisms to supplement the 
domestic activities of the developed countries. The three flexibility mechanisms are: 

 Clean Development Mechanism(CDM) 
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 Joint Implementation(JI) 
 International Carbon Trading(ICT)[4] 

The country-wise , regional and overall experience implementation of these three mechanisms 
have widely varied; but nonetheless there do seem only a limited number of such demonstration 
models available which are truly sustainable and replicable to bring in positive changes through 
planned or engineered mitigation and adaptation efforts.[4]  

5.0 Environmental and energy sustainability and the far-reaching vision: 

Mankind has an unbilical cord with energy and environment. The question of depletion of energy 
resources is alarming and imminent. Successive generations in future will rely on the impact and 
approval of intense scientific research in the field of energy sustainability. The question of 
depletion of non-renewable energy resources is today a mind boggling issue to human society 
and mankind. The impact on the human society is daring and challenging.  

Interest in renewable energy is growing fast and, faced with rising oil and gas prices , rising 
energy demand and the burning and pressing issue of climate change, is likely to continue far 
into the future. There is an extensive and wide range of technologies  now commercially 
available : solar photovoltaics, solar thermal, passive solar , wood energy , wind power, 
geothermal and air-to-air heat pumps, hydro energy systems as well as energy efficiency 
measures.  

The world is undergoing a revolutionary resurgence in the use of renewable energy for 
generating electricity, heat and cooling. This phenomenon can be seen as a result of diminishing 
fossil-fuel resources, and , particularly in the last decade , as a logical reaction to the reality of 
climate change, which stems in large part from the use of coal, oil and gas. 

Renewable energy has been used in some forms-especially wood heating, passive solar, wind 
and hydro- for thousands of years in homes, public spaces, work situations and for agricultural 
processes. Technological development has been rapid since the 1970s providing new 
opportunities and greater efficiencies for renewable installations.[5],[6],[8] 

Many householders, energy managers and decision makers in businesses or public services are 
turning to renewable energy sources in order to contribute to the mitigation of climate change. 
Many are also turning towards renewables because it makes economic and social sense. The long 
awaited answers to energy and environmental sustainability are visionary and 
imminent.[5],[6],[8].  

In terms of the available resources, hydropower is probably the least widely applicable. Very few 
properties have legitimate access to the right flow of water and gross head(i.e. , the vertical 
difference between a hydro system’s intake and the turbine located in a powerhouse). This is 
unfortunate in that, given a good hydro-resource, this is probably the preferred renewable 
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technology for generating electricity. Despite having relatively high initial capital – investment 
costs, hydro systems(like streams and rivers) are typically designed to run 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, all year round. The human society and mankind cannot depend on wind or solar 
resources in most locations. 

6.0 Issues in sustainability research and its vision: 

In the beginning, one is mesmerized by the concept of sustainability. An obvious starting point 
for answering this question is with the term ‘ sustainability’. Although it remains a contested and 
mind boggling concept, since the 1980’s there has been a noticeable shift in thinking from a 
primarily environmental conception of sustainability to a more tripartite prioritization of 
environmental , social and economic pillars of sustainability. This broader approach is embraced 
in the concept of sustainable development, which is commonly framed as the need for improving 
the quality of life all people now and into the long – term future. Work undertaken in the natural 
sciences, developing techniques to model and measure key aspects of environmental 
sustainability , remains an essential dimension of the sustainability research agenda.[7] 

7.0 Vision of environmental sustainability: 

Environmental sustainability remains a transformed vision striving towards a new future. Man’s 
as well as scientist’s vision is versatile, feasible yet unanswered. Research – ground breaking and 
far-reaching needs a rigorous approach. Environmental sustainability along with stringent 
restrictions can bring a revolutionary change in future. Along with this concept, energy 
sustainability also can be focused towards a new futuristic vision. The world of scientific rigidity 
and scientific rigour can be a plausible solution.[7] 

8.0 A rigorous conclusion: 

Environmental as well as energy sustainability have an intricate linkage. This treatise brings 
forward the visionary challenges the world will face in future. The success of the treatise is its 
determination towards sustainable future. The developing as well as developed society will be a 
forerunner to the immense challenges of future. The impending environmental challenges will 
witness a revolution if there is immense determination towards change on the part of all 
stakeholders of sustainability. Human society and mankind will have to gear towards a newer 
vision and newer focus to bring the immense changes in targeting a sustainable future. 
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